
8/11—Dear lid, Thanks for .-Larld.ns bio. Didn't knoe he'd moved to Dallas, but whore else? 
Ueur four -aosaibilities on The Sate- gate Caper omits tIm cost obvious, a :,-elyth. 

wing that coulu include III and IV. Doubt very such the real lava would have dona it 
so poorly—or had the need to. I have from the first considered revans:hist Cuban Republicans 
in what they c. hider an act of patriotism working with others who supeliee leadership, 
etc., right—wing leadership of arrogance coat competence only ehen armee with pa.or and 
protetion. 

Suceinetly, you are right:wheover wins, the country loses. 
Latter of fack, I think it unlikely that the Bay figs Prank BenderecouldtoenY  

relate to .Liellls", which is :sot the same as helms finding Ida useless. 4ust not the same 
and, none with polity. After Dulles, sophistication improved. 

You refer to a period during which I think actual controls passed free the hands 
of money into management, with exceptions of money—boys who worked with managements 
interets. liellEuoara, for example, was not Wall Street. The financial boys starte to opt 
out first. 

I couldn't agree mare that there are too many S.O.B. figures, but what; is the difference 
between them and the JP's and GI ' to me and now? The SUBS are less trouble. I e.n figure 
the, and try to anticipate and cope. But in all of this, for what you say to have meaning, 
there must be some meaningful + from the JPs and GliSs and I see none. 

Thais is less than saying friend of mine enemy. It is sayingwhywalete time? 
4tentioa to The Wqtergate Caper, inveitably, I feel, will increase because the 

Demo have their own hurts and have to get their licks in and there has been orilainality 
that goes to high. It is safer fo,. the Appublicana to have goats than the stink of the 
billy, so there will be sacrifices. Have been already, in fact. 

Once there is blood, too often the lust is slacked. The wrong bleed does as well 
as the right. 

Got a paiflful attack of bursitis during sleep last night. PeUs lilac it is returning 
so I'd better stop. 

On Dallas for a last word: when 1 was last there, the powerful were gathering, like 
harkins, but the disenchantment wan so. .times visible. Chargee are taking place. They 
are slow, often ineffectual, but there has to be a beg-Wning, and I think we arc At 
that point. 

Sinceeely, 
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